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Japanese Corporate Competitiveness from MOT Perspectives:
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Abstract
　Under so-called "a lost decade", long-term economic recession in Japan, this paper
aims to search the reason and to break the deadlock from MOT perspectives.  First of
all, as the fundamental reason Japanese companies lost the competitiveness,
insufficient comprehension and practices toward a maximization of stockholder's
value were indicated, and at the same time, the importance of "core capability
management" which increases the corporate value was also pointed out. And then, in
Japan as technology expert nation, it is urgently required for manufacturers,
especially for high-tech manufacturers to make up leeway of IT innovation.  This
paper, based on a concept of business architecture, concluded that the nature of the
















































































































































































































































































































どの「IT 企業」における出遅れだけでなく、それら IT 企業のユーザー企業において
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